664 News at a glance

IN BRIEF
664 Arctic ice loss not a big culprit in harsh winters
Models find few links between sea ice loss and cold weather from weakened jet stream
By P. Voosen

669 China’s population still growing, census shows—but barely
Looming turning point triggers calls to raise retirement ages and create a “fertility-friendly society”
By D. Normile

670 Fission reactions are smoldering again at Chernobyl
Neutrons from remnant fuel raise accident concerns
By R. Stone

671 Ancient poop reveals extinction in gut bacteria
First DNA from paleoeces shows diverse microbes in people 1000 years ago in U.S., Mexico
By A. Curry

672 Shipping rule cleans the air but dirties the water
Growing use of ship exhaust scrubbers has increased marine discharge of compounds
By E. Stokstad

IN DEPTH
668 When the levees break
Researchers are learning where, when, and why rivers leap from their channels in deadly avulsions
By F. Pearce

FEATURES
673 As U.S. pandemic subsides, conferences explore ‘hybrids’
Societies aim to harness the best of in-person and virtual meetings, but it won’t be easy
By K. Langin

674 Do coronavirus genes slip into human chromosomes?
Further evidence supports challenged claim, but significance remains unclear
By J. Cohen

INSIGHTS
676 A sediment-laden river in Indonesia is prone to shifting course.

678 River basins on the edge of change
Water scarcity after the Millennium Drought reveals the finite resilience of water systems
By F. Tauro
REPORT p. 745

680 The footprint of evolution in seed dispersal interactions
The evolutionary stability of fruit-eating birds is linked to their role in dispersing seeds
By C. Bello and E. Barreto
REPORT p. 733
703 Immunology
SLFN2 protection of tRNAs from stress-induced cleavage is essential for T cell–mediated immunity. T. Yue et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT: DOI:10.1126/science.aba4220

704 Neuroscience
A cell type–specific cortico-subcortical brain circuit for investigatory and novelty-seeking behavior. M. Ahmadou et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT: DOI:10.1126/science.abe9681

705 Cancer
Radiation-related genomic profile of papillary thyroid carcinoma after the Chernobyl accident. L. M. Morton et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE SUMMARY; FOR FULL TEXT: DOI:10.1126/science.aba2538
REPORT p. 725

706 Plant science
Molecular insights into the complex mechanics of plant epidermal cell walls. W. H. Brune et al.
PODCAST

711 Atmospheric chemistry
Extreme oxidant amounts produced by lightning in storm clouds. W. H. Brune et al.

716 Cell differentiation
Cell-specific transcriptional control of mitochondrial metabolism by TIF1γ drives erythropoiesis. M. P. Rossmann et al.

721 Superconductivity
Electric field control of superconductivity at the LaAlO3/KTaO3(111) interface. Z. Chen et al.

725 Radiation risks
Lack of transgenerational effects of ionizing radiation exposure from the Chernobyl accident. M. Yeager et al.
RESEARCH ARTICLE p. 705

729 Chiral nanomaterials
The chain of chirality transfer in tellurium nanocrystals. A. Ben-Moshe et al.
PERSPECTIVE p. 688

733 Evolutionary ecology
Macroevolutionary stability predicts interaction patterns of species in seed dispersal networks. G. Bunn et al.
PERSPECTIVE p. 682

738 Coronavirus
Shared B cell memory to coronaviruses and other pathogens varies in human age groups and tissues. F. Yang et al.

742 Nuclear astrophysics
60Fe and 244Pu deposited on Earth constrain the r-process yields of recent nearby supernovae. A. Wallner et al.

745 Drought
Watersheds may not recover from drought. T. J. Peterson et al.
PERSPECTIVE p. 680

753 Evolutionary ecology
Macroevolutionary stability predicts interaction patterns of species in seed dispersal networks. G. Bunn et al.
PERSPECTIVE p. 682

754 Working Life
What’s in a name? By Johana Gayes Vallejos

ON THE COVER
The meandering channels of the Mississippi River, carved and silted up over centuries, are shown in a 1944 map. The map highlights the site of the present-day Old River Control Structure, where engineers fight the river’s natural urge to jump in an avulsion into the Atchafalaya River—once the Mississippi’s main route. Researchers say that levees and control structures will only hasten the next avulsion. See page 676. Credit: US Army Corps of Engineers
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